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Working as a government documents librarian, I encounter online information that I just know someone is going to want in the future, but I feel frustrated because there is no obvious way for me to get copies into our collection. What I want is a strategy for digital documents that is as straightforward as the ones we use for books and journals. I want to make a request and have a system in place to acquire and catalog electronic documents for me. This is not just laziness or egotism — I want every librarian to be doing the same thing because in my view, the future of libraries may depend on it.

**Missing Information is a Problem**

The Web has not solved the problem of missing information. It has merely changed the nature of the problem. Instead of going missing all at once, information decays slowly over time. Outdated hyperlinks lead to dead ends. Less used documents sink ever downward into deep Web archives, while popular ones bob to the surface of relevancy rankings. Advocacy groups and think tanks put their latest action item on the front page and let older campaigns fade away. Web documents may be altered to express whatever political ideology is currently in vogue. Occasionally, a new Webmaster re-writes an entire Website obliterating older data.

The missing information of tomorrow consists of things that are easy to find today, but ten years from now, who knows what will still be there?

Librarians have not ignored these issues. For example, the **Web-at-Risk Project**, a collaborative project of California Digital Libraries, University of North Texas, and New York University, is developing a Web crawler to build what is essentially a topical electronic vertical file of Web-published materials. “New Mexico Plus,” an ingenious project at the New Mexico State Library, gathers a locally relevant collection by linking articles from local newspapers to online information sources.

It is dismaying that these projects are still considered experimental. Collecting a digital document should be as normal as ordering a book, yet digital collections are still treated as special collections. The selection/acquisition/cataloging system for print documents has yet to be fully translated to cope with born digital documents. While it is perfectly clear what legal rights one has to buy and lend a hardcopy, it is far less cut-and-dried what may be done with a digital copy. As a result, most digital library projects concentrate on publications such as government documents or historic publications in the public domain.

**The Age of Missing Information**

In an electronic environment, there is a temptation for libraries to try to collect everything, which can become overwhelming. On the other hand, it is tempting to collect nothing because someone else is already doing it. The way through the dilemma is to revive and reinvent the profession of bibliographers and to develop collection strategies that take full advantage of the local knowledge and diverse interests of a multitude of librarians.

In 1992, **Bill McKibben** published an essay in the *New Yorker* titled “What’s On?” which described the dearth of local information on cable TV. The essay, republished in book form as “The Age of Missing Information,” offered the profound

**Information Sources about the Legacy Parkway dispute in Utah:**

**SAFE**

- UBEt et. al. vs. United States DoT
- Articles and editorials in statewide papers (Deseret News and Salt Lake Tribune)
- Articles and editorials in regional papers (Standard Examiner)
- Court cases and major newspapers are safely stored in various commonly available databases. No worries here.

Regional newspapers, on the other hand, may be a problem. The main newspaper for the northern Utah region, the Standard Examiner, is not included in any major newspaper database, and you need a password to search the archive on the paper’s own Website. Paper is currently online, but future researchers could be reduced to scrolling through microfilm.

**THREATENED**

- State Documents (Utah Legislature, 2005 2nd Special Session; UDoT news releases)
- Federal Documents (Draft EIS, Final EIS, Supplemental EIS...)

For local, state and federal government information, availability depends entirely on public funding and political will, especially since the EIS documents for this project are examples of “fugitive documents” which were never included in the Government Printing Office depository library program. The Utah State Library is working on a database of Utah documents which may eventually move some such items to the “SAFE” list.

**ENDANGERED**

- Legacy Parkway Settlement Agreement
- Advocacy groups (Utah Sierra Club Smart Growth Alternative, UBeT...)
- Publications by Mayor Rocky Anderson

On the Utah Legislature Website, you can read the text of a bill approving the Legacy Parkway Settlement Agreement, but not the text of the agreement itself which was published on the Web as an attachment to a UDoT news release.

The Utah Sierra Club, like any advocacy group, promotes current action items, but the less timely this issue becomes, the less likely it is that information will persist on the Club’s Website. UBeT is a coalition that formed specifically to oppose the Legacy Highway. The organization itself may not persist once the issue has resolved, and if UBeT disappears, what happens to the information on the Website?

Politicians are ephemeral by nature. Rocky Anderson is not going to be mayor forever, and when he leaves office his Website and publications are likely to disappear as well.
insight that when information is collected and distributed by a centralized system such as a cable TV network, a specific type of information is lost: that is, information with little commercial mass appeal no matter how strong local interest may be — a heated discussion at city hall may get a minute or so on the local news, but that’s it. The implication of this observation helps define the role of individual libraries within a global library network. When a shared system of databases and interlibrary loans provides easy, reliable access to core items, individual libraries no longer have to spend time and money on providing better access to “blockbusters.” Librarians can spend their efforts archiving and cataloging what Wired Editor-in-Chief Chris Anderson terms “the long tail” — that is, the virtual infinity of niche items with a limited but still nonzero audience.

“Long tail” businesses such as e-Bay, Amazon.com and Netflix, succeed by selling a huge number of low-demand, low sales volume items. Academic libraries are long tail enterprises. The collective activity of many libraries has resulted in an extremely large and diverse knowledge base that offers information with mass appeal as well as information on narrowly focused and highly specialized niche interests. Relatively inexpensive access to enormously large and highly diverse (if infrequently circulating) collections is a major advantage libraries have over other information sources.

The future of libraries may turn out to depend just as much on obsessive bibliographers indulging their own collection fetishes as on grand projects to aggregate back runs of the most vital scholarly literature. The question is, from a virtually infinite selection, how can librarians decide what to add to the collection? The geopolitical and cultural place where a library is located is the most obvious place to start. Local librarians have local knowledge and besides, nobody outside the area may know or care about regional, issues. Individual libraries may also declare responsibility for highly specialized subject collections. These unique materials help create an identity for the library, but they also add value to all libraries that can tap into the resources.

McKibben’s essay was published just one year before Mosaic was introduced as the first popular graphical Internet browser, and within a few years the World Wide Web changed everything. The Web is the best tool ever invented to distribute niche information, and as a result many types of information that used to be considered second tier — labeled as “ephemera” or “grey literature” — are now readily available full-text and open access. It is practically a librarian mantra that open-access information gets cited more often.

Case Study: Utah’s Legacy Parkway

I’ll use a case study of the Legacy Parkway freeway construction in Utah, which neatly shows the interaction of government planning, journalism and citizen advocacy in generating not only a very large mass of documentation (see chart, sidebar, whatever) but also real-life results. This is a highly focused regional issue of the type that generates valuable long tail collections. The public relations trail identifies where relevant information resides and whether or not it is likely to be safe for the future. Briefly, the final Environmental Impact Statement which the U.S. Dept. of Transportation prepared for a highway project in Utah was contested in court by Salt Lake City mayor Rocky Anderson and two citizen advocacy groups: Utahns for Better Transportation (UBET) and the Sierra Club Utah Chapter. The plaintiffs won their case and hired their own consultant to write an alternative “Smart Growth” plan for the highway. The Utah Legislature then called a special session to discuss the highway, and all parties agreed to a compromise.

It is obvious that from a library standpoint only part of the information stream is well represented, and this is not even a comprehensive list. The Legacy Parkway was a recent controversy for nearly ten years and there were associated Webpages, blogs, emails, discussions, speeches and so on.

Even in the new information environment there are core information streams and there are ephemera. There is material which will naturally be saved in library collections and there is material which will be lost. It’s just that the core has broadened.

If each library can truly identify and represent its own information niche digitally then the community of libraries will build a long tail collection with which no other information source can compete.

Endnotes

1. “Long tail” also refers to a type of statistical distribution with a few high-frequency values and many low-frequency values. A graph of the data looks like a steep ski slope with a long, flat run-out at the tail.

Is Access to Government...
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uct vary from institution to institution, but the price easily exceeds $100,000. The Advisory Board Annual Report for the Year 2005 posted on the vendor site lists current customers, the vast majority of which are academic libraries. Boston Public Library and several state libraries are the only public libraries that have purchased this set. While the products produced by commercial vendors are of excellent quality, they are unattainably priced for most public libraries.

On the upside, as more material goes online, new collection development opportunities are becoming apparent. Historically, it’s been a full-time task for government documents departments to process incoming print collections and staff a reference desk. Many departments have not been able to collect extensively about topics and events with high local impact. With the tangible collection diminishing, government information specialists can begin focusing on creating collections in areas that uniquely serve local populations. Through online collections, specialists can gather federal documents, relating state, city and local documents, as well as reactions and policy information from local think tanks, political activist groups, etc. The Greater Western Library Alliance has created the Western Waters Digital Library (WWDL), a collaborative project between twelve university libraries in eight western states. The WWDL contains government documents, literature, legal transcripts and more about the Columbia, Colorado, Platte, and Rio Grande river basins. Efforts like this ensure that patrons have access to highly desirable materials without the tremendous effort it would have taken an individual to identify and locate the items.

The National Institute of Health (NIH) open access initiative requests and encourages researchers to make peer-reviewed articles arising from taxpayer-funded research available full-text, online, free through PubMED Central. While not making free access mandatory, the NIH initiative opened up a national dialog about the value of government-funded research, and the current high cost for public access to results. Mega-portal sites such as FirstGov.gov and Google U.S. Government Search are taking steps in the right direction to move away from using individual agency/department/bureau pages as the primary finding tool for government information.

Exciting collection development projects will come to a screeching halt if the library profession loses too much government documents expertise in the near future due to retirements, and doesn’t replace them. The attrition of expertise could seriously undermine access to government information. The only way to forestall a permanent loss of expertise is for librarians to choose to have government information specialists on staff, and support training for newly assigned government documents librarians.
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